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Anonymous 1885 
publication, 

published by 
James B. Ward

About  buffalo 
hunters who found 

gold in New Mexico

Thomas Beale 
brought gold 
back to Bedford 
County

Hiding place, 
composition, and 
owners described in 
three ciphertexts

The Ward pamphlet



Newspaper advertisement

Pamphlet 
advertised 84 

times in the 
Virginian, but 

never in any 
other paper

Watts: 
paper boy 
at Virginian



Solved by author 
of Ward pamphletUnsolved Unsolved

The three ciphertexts



How message #2 was solved

Beale message #2

Encryption method: create substitution table from a text
1Thomas 2Beale (3or 4whoever 5the 6real 7author
8was) 9numbered 10each 11word 12of 13it, 14just 15like
16we 17have 18done 19in 20this 21sentence. 

Example: WE ARE THE WORLD
W  E  A R E  T  H  E  W O R L  D
11 10 7 6 10 20 17 10 4 3 6 15 18



Beale message #2

Text used to 
encrypt 

message #2

How message #2 was solved



I have deposited in the county of Bedford, about four miles
from Buford's, in an excavation or vault, six feet below the
surface of the ground, the following articles, belonging
jointly to the parties whose names are given in number
three, herewith: 

The first deposit consisted of ten hundred and fourteen
pounds of gold, and thirty eight hundred and twelve pounds
of silver, deposited Nov. eighteen nineteen. The second was 
made Dec. eighteen twenty one, and consisted of nineteen
hundred and seven pounds of gold, and twelve hundred and 
eighty eight of silver; also jewels, obtained in St. Louis in 
exchange to save transportation, and valued at thirteen
thousand dollars. 

The above is securely packed in iron pots, with iron covers. 
The vault is roughly lined with stone, and the vessels rest
on solid stone, and are covered with others. Paper number
one describes the exact locality of the vault, so that no
difficulty will be had in finding it.

Beale message #2

How message #2 was solved
Plaintext



Bedford CountyBedford County

Virginia

Buford‘s Tavern

″four miles from Buford‘s″



When we tried to find the Beale treasure
2017/2019



Area of Buford’s Tavern



Bedford Museum





We didn’t find the treasure, but …



The menu









Is it a hoax?



Is it a hoax?

Stylometry says: Message 
two and pamphlet were 
both written by same person

Why are there three 
messages? Why encrypt 
the owners?

Thomas Beale
was never
identified

Ward 
pamphlet is
only source

Location of
gold mine is

unknown

Originals of 
Beale messages 

are “lost”



Is it a hoax?

Message 2 was encrypted 
with rare version of

Declaration of Independence

Gillogly: Decryption of 
unsolved messages results 
in patterns such as 
abfdefghiijklmmnohpp

Message seems too short, 
only 618 characters, to list 

30 names and additional 
information



″Nobody will ever find the
treasure because it doesn‘t exist.″
David Kahn (b. 1930), author of “The Codebreakers”

″… it is time to put this issue to rest. Then, 
we can devote all our time and energy to
solving the Shakespeare ciphers and find out 
who really wrote those plays.″
Louis Kruh (1923-2010)
Crypto history expert
Cryptologia 4/82





THANK YOU

codebreaking-guide.com

Twitter: @ElonkaDunin, @KlausSchmeh
elonka-codebreaking@gmail.com
klaus-codebreaking@gmail.com
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